
MOBILE HOPPER MAGNET

DESCRIPTION

The Greenwood Mobile Hopper Magnet is designed primarily for the food industry where the product 
is being batch processed. Manufactured from 316 stainless steel to food quality standards, the hopper 
magnet can be moved around easily to various process locations.

It is designed for various free flowing food ingredients such as additives, flavourings, chopped meat 
and vegetables. We manufacture the hopper to suit the customer’s batch work, to sit over tote bins 
and containers as a check before continuing along the process stream or finally bagging up. Ideal for 
production areas where the magnetic hopper can be moved to cover various outlets, the powerful 
magnetic grid is fixed in secure housing to ensure safe and hazard free use.

The magnetic grid can be removed easily for cleaning, and the outer housing is designed to be washed 
down for a clean hygienic environment. It is designed and manufactured to suit your requirements, 
and is available in fixed single tube format.

Designed and manufactured for several leading food companies. The mobile hopper magnet sits 
under vegetable and meat slicing chutes, and over the collection tote bins, as a check against broken 
blades entering the food process.
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MOBILE HOPPER MAGNET

It is designed and manufactured to suit your requirements, and is available in fixed single tube format 
as in photo 1, or in easy-clean double row format photo 2.
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FEATURES SPECIFICATION

Ease of mobility

Safe to use in a food production environment

High intensity rare earth magnets capable of attracting 
minute contamination

Adjustable height

Permanent magnets, no power required, no loss of 
strength

Easy to clean after use

Spare interchangeable grids available

All 316 stainless steel manufacture to food quality standards

Choice of easy-clean or fixed tube grids

Lockable height adjustable food quality wheels

Manufactured to your specific requirements

Magnetic tube spacing set according to your product being 
processed and rate of flow


